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What Martech offers:
Business case development: An investigative approach to industry and business opportunities
• Case studies: analytical and technical analyses for the purpose of proving and/or giving substance to a product
type or sector performance.
• Research and Development Strategies: proven performance in the development and management of sector
R&D strategies that require on-going support and commitment of both sector / industry and government
funding agencies.
• Market dynamics: proven techniques in analysis and strategy – ranging from export in-market experience
especially in fresh and semi-processed foods in export markets through to the marriage of governance with
strategy.
• Consultative processes: a proven set of techniques that are especially effective where a diverse group need to
rationalise and agree on a way forward.
• Cooperative Industries: in-depth experience in working in and with cooperative industries – with a special
strength in facilitating disparate groups to commit to a unified plan, structure and strategy.
• Contestable funding mechanisms: experience in appraising, working with, participating in, and designing all
aspects of multi-million dollar contestable funding mechanisms with bidding rounds requiring industry / sector
inputs – including experience outside New Zealand.
• Governance: the development of governance policies and structures that go beyond the requirements for
compliance by providing clear guidelines to govern and manage the organisation.
• Bio-security management: highly regarded performance in the management of bio-security identification and
incursion control and eradication programmes.
• Not-for-profit organisations: direct experience in large not-for-profit organisations and those dependent upon
volunteers for both governance and resource capacity.
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Core Competencies:

what we are good at:

Core
Competencies

Functions

Applications

Strengths

Examples & References

1. Effective
Consultation

-

-

-

Proven facilitation processes that
capture and measure the true
position of participants in
disparate groups by prioritising
(i) Strategic Importance Items and
(ii) Constraints to Progress

-

Case studies that prove and/or
give substance to a product type
or sector performance.
In depth knowledge of market
dynamics in exporting and offshore markets
In-depth knowledge of issues and
trends in value chains for fresh
and semi-processed foods

www.martech.co.nz /
- Lifelines for Organisations
- Fresh Facts in NZ Horticulture
- Taste Zespri Science Review

In-depth appreciation of market
dynamics
Extensive in-market experience,
especially in fresh and semiprocessed foods

-

Life-time knowledge in science
management re the impacts of
science and application to fresh
value chains

-

Sector Groups
Communities
Cooperative Industries
User groups

-

Technologies
Customer Group
Not-for-profit
organisations
Tourism

-

-

the organic sector as a foundation
to a national strategy
MAF for Codex; NZ reaction to
foods developed from
biotechnologies.
www.martech.co.nz / Effective
Consultation

-

2. Business and
Sector
Investigation and
Research

-

Business case
development
Executive interviews
Case studies
Data analysis

-

Agriculture
Horticulture
Tourism
Manufacturing
Other

-

-

-

3. Strategy
Development

-

Sector Strategies
Market Strategies
Business Strategies

R&D Sector strategies

-

-

Productive sectors
in food & fibre
Manufacturing
organisations and
service providers

-

Productive sectors
in food & fibre
Not-for-profit
organisations

-

-

www.growingfutures.com

-

National strategy for the organic
sector
Scoping a bio-security strategy for
New Zealand
www.martech.co.nz / Strategic
Planning
R&D strategy for the Wine Sector
R&D Strategy for Forestry
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Core
Competencies

Functions

Applications

Strengths

Examples & References

Strategy
Development
(continued)

-

-

NZ & off-shore
strategic focus
multiple funding
rounds.

-

Investigating, appraising and
designing all aspects of multimillion dollar contestable funding
mechanisms

-

R&D Programme for
the Summer Fruit sector:
- Prioritising issues
- Defining research needs
- Identifying funding sources
- Engaging research providers
- Reporting to funding agencies
- Technology transfer to
growers/industry
- National profile incursions incl.
painted apple moth

4. Programme
Management

5. Governance
Development

Contestable funding
mechanisms

-

R&D Programmes

-

Lead role in fruit
industry research
programme
development

-

Long-standing experience in
management of research
programmes for horticultural
sectors

-

Bio-security

-

Lead role for
biosecurity
eradication and
control providers

-

Highly regarded performance in
the management of bio-security
incursion control and eradication

-

Organisational structure
Governance Policy
development

-

Sector organisations
Not-for-profit
organisations

-

Policies and structures that
provide clear guidelines to govern
and manage organisations by
going beyond meeting compliance
needs only.

-

-

Efficiency and Effectiveness of the
Foundation for Research Science &
Technology (NZ)
Contestable funding mechanism:
Private Sector Support Facility –
PSSF - (for Govt. of Samoa /NZ
Aid / UNDP)

Board Members Handbooks
www.martech.co.nz / Strategic
Governance
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Example Assignments
Case Studies:
•

Growing Futures series of 21 case studies
demonstrating the value of science and innovation in
horticulture (with economic analysis in conjunction
with NZIER). www.growingfutures.com

•

14 Case Studies to demonstrate the wide diversity of
organic farming systems across New Zealand.

Business and Sector Investigation and Research:
•

An R&D Strategy for New Zealand’s Food &
beverage Sector

•

Managing a review of science in one of New
Zealand’s most important horticulture sectors:
Taste Zespri.

Effective Consultation:
•

Stakeholder Needs Analysis Programme consultative workshops
as a basis for strategic planning; over 400 people: Auckland City

•

Facilitation of a national network in Animal Health Network.

•
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Facilitation of a R&D Strategy for New
Wine Sector

•

A review of current and future developments of
berry fruits in global markets.

Sector Monitoring:
•

Fresh Facts in New Zealand’s Horticultural – the handbook on the
extent and performance of horticulture across New Zealand;
prepared by Martech for a decade and published annually by Plant &
Food Research for the horticulture sector

•

R&D investment in the forestry sector- followed Martech’s facilitation
of an R&D Strategy for the Forestry sector.

Governance Policy Development & Practice:
Strategy Development:

•

Strategic Governance Programme: aligns the Carver
model for effective governance with business strategy.
Examples of Governance Polices adopted by two
organisations: OANZ and Bio-Gro

•

Scoping a Biosecurity Strategy for New Zealand

•

Investigation and business case to retain a significant business in a
regional city (successful)

•

•

Strategy and rationale for a trading arm establishment (wool sector).

•

•

Investigation and strategy development for the Growsafe scheme for
New Zealand’s agichemical applicators

| P a both
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Handbook for Boards: successfully 6meets
governance functions and is an induction manual for
new Directors or Trustees.

Martech people: Alastair Aitken
Contestable Funding Mechanisms:
•

Extensive experience with both large and small contestable funding
mechanisms, including managing and lead consultant for a Benchmarking
Study of the Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Foundation for Research
Science and Technology’s allocation processes

•

Investigation and solution for a harmonised funding mechanism to support the
private economy of Samoa – critically appraised by UNDP (incl. New York
office), AusAid, NZ Aid, Govt.of Samoa.

•

Design and implementation of the PSSF harmonised funding mechanism in
Samoa, incl. facilitation and coaching of private sector Business Forums.

Sector Development:
•

Facilitation of ‘pulse’ interviews and consultative workshops wherein 200 +
people defined the needs and opportunities for New Zealand’s burgeoning
organic sector.

•

Our constructive approach to bringing together the sector’s eight organisations
was recognised in an industry award to Martech.

Market Dynamics:
•

A close understanding of the market dynamics in a number of
sectors, including fresh produce, technologies, and tourism

•

A 10 year involvement in the creation of The Helicopter Line (now
THL) to establish the brand (national award) and guide its
Directors to public listing for it to become one of New Zealand’s
few successful listed tourism companies.

•

Tourism in the Real-time World, a major study identifying the
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opportunity for SMEs to adopt real-time inventory and companion
technologies – and the constraints to industry adoption.

Alastair Aitken

B.Com., Dip Export

Director & Managing Consultant

A full time strategy consultant since 1983, Alastair has completed in excess of 150 assignments requiring
investigations and business solutions covering a wide range of products and services including commodities
and packaged products in both primary and industrial products, in tourism ventures and not-for-profit
organisations. Most assignments are with national organisations or organisations that have national
significance.
Alastair has over thirty years practical business and marketing planning experience in working with over 120 enterprises. Clients for whom he has worked
have been in both the private and public sectors, and have included the Asian Development Bank and UNDP / The World Bank.
Scale of projects
The largest project he has been team leader and consultant on was a review of the Foundation for Research, Science & Technology, then handling funds in
excess of $300 million p.a. By contrast, in the private sector he carried out an assignment to improve the management structure and processes in a rope
manufacturing business that supplies aquaculture products to NZ and global markets with a turnover of less than $10 million.
Experience
-

development of business and marketing plans and strategies.
market research and investigation, in New Zealand and in international markets.
tariff research, economic analysis and establishment of marketing dynamics
commercial market negotiation in the Americas, Asia, Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific.
facilitation of trading relationships between major organisations.
project design, presentation and communications.
development of joint venture offshore companies.
appraisal of new venture and added-value developments in industry and technologies
structures and the development of governance polices, especially in national and NFP organisations

Management Techniques
Team leader and primary author in the
development of most of Martech’s robust
investigative and management programmes and
methodologies for Boards and senior executives:
 Effective Consultation
 Stakeholder Needs Analysis Programme (SNAP)
 Business Forums
 Six Stage Strategic Planning Model
 Martech Strategic Governance
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Martech people: Errol Hewett
Prof. Errol Hewett has been
invited to make presentations on
horticulture and fresh supply chain
topics in a number of countries:

Consumer Trends & Pressures:
 Food safety is becoming a major concern for consumers; chicken flue;
foot and mouth disease; Jacob-Creusfeld disease; rapid global
movement because of international travel
 Real fear of food treated with chemicals

 Challenges to Enhance Exports of Tropical Fruit: a Role for Research
TFNET International Conference ‘Consumer Trends and Export of
Tropical and Subtropical Fruit’, Bangkok 2008

 No discrimination among pesticides, fungicides and herbicides

 Postharvest Quality and Traceability for Marketing and Export of
Tropical and Subtropical Fruit: Achieving success in international
markets TFNET International Seminar Economics and Marketing of
Tropical and Sub-tropical Fruits” Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2007

 Climate change and anthropogenic carbon emissions

 Supply Chain Management for Perishable Horticultural Crops
ISHS Symposium Quality in Chains, Wageningen, Netherlands, 2002

 New Zealand is major exporter of fruit

 Quality of tropical and subtropical fruit PMC TFNet ,Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam, 2005

 Managing supply chains is of fundamental significance to enable New
Zealand to compete consistently and successfully

 Maximizing Quality of Fresh Produce: A Challenge for Postharvest
Education Programs ISHS Postharvest Symposium Bangkok,2007

 Emphasis on all operations is to satisfy discerning customers repeatedly.

 Fruit Supply Chain in Sarawak an assessment of Dabai: International
Postharvest Symposium on Tropical Fruit, Costa Rica, 2009

 Little or no understanding of the practicalities of producing food with
pressures of pests, diseases and weeds

Fresh Supply Chain Management:

 Further from major markets than any other country

 New Zealand is known for innovation of new varieties of apples,
kiwifruit, flowers and ornamentals.
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Errol Hewett

PhD, BSc (Hons 1) FNZSHS

Principal Consultant

World recognised level of knowledge of quality issues relating to production, management systems in
agriculture and horticulture, market access and post-harvest systems for perishable primary products
are the basis for Errol being asked to lead a wide range of initiatives in fresh production systems in
New Zealand and more temperate climates. He continues to travel extensively to international venues
to maintain this high level of knowledge and expertise.
Errol is an experienced consultant, researcher and lecturer, with expertise in science and research management in a range of production sectors. He has
been a lead consultant on Martech assignments ranging from an annual review of horticulture production, chairing an R&D review for a major sector of
New Zealand’s fresh produce exports, to a series of 22 case studies to determine the value of science to New Zealand horticulture. In-depth knowledge of
kiwifruit and apple industries, both locally and internationally.
O rch ard to M arket Value C h ain

Depth of projects
Errol was a co-organiser of the International Symposium, Postharvest
Pacifica 2009: Managing Quality in Chains covering all aspects of
postharvest horticulture science including a strong focus on supply chain
systems and practices including modelling of product quality and value.
International links
The world's leading independent organisation of horticultural scientists is
the International Society for Horticultural Science (ISHS) whose origins
date back to 1864 has more than 7,000 members across 150 countries.
Its structure in science is 10 crop related Sections and 14 discipline
related Commissions. Two of those Commissions are chaired by Martech
Consultants. Prof. Errol Hewett chairs the ‘Commission Education,
Research Training and Consultancy.’ He chaired the ISHS ‘Quality &
Postharvest Horticulture Commission’ from 1998 to 2006.
Errol is also on the Board of Trustees of the International Tropical and
Subtropical Fruit Network (TFNet), based in Malaysia.

S to rage
B ulk Tra nspo rt

P acka ging and /
or P roce ssing

Distribution

W holesaler /
Re tail
Cu sto m er

R & D

H arve sting

R & D

G row er

C onsum e r
R & D

M arketer: m arke t know ledg e
com m un ications an d co-ordin ation
Nurserie s

W aste

Source: Martech Consulting Group Ltd
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Martech people: Chris Hale
Strategies for Sector Groups with R&D portfolios
Summerfruit New Zealand

Outline of funding mix for R&D - 2005 / 2006
Industry

Programme One

$75 k

Programme Two

$85 k

Programme Three

$35 k

•
•

$1.067 m

SFF

FRST
$500 k

x 5 yrs

$100 k

x 2 yrs

Growers
in-kind
x 5 yrs

$240 k

x 2 yrs

x 2 yrs

$32 k

Programme Four
Totals 2005 / 06

Exporters

$195 k

$32 k

$100 k

$500 k

$240 k

The above table is an example of an integrated funding mix for an R&D portfolio.
Summerfruit New Zealand programme for 2009 is approximately $2 million.

(photo: Freshmax)

(photo: Turners & Growers)

For the first day of the 2009 Summerfruit New Zealand Conference, Chris Hale who has the role of Research & Development manager for Summerfruit
New Zealand, organised a research review day for delegates at Plant and Food Research Centre, Auckland to show people some highlights from key
research areas in which SummerFruit New Zealand were involved.
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Chris Hale

PhD., MSc., FNZSHS

Principal Consultant

A science specialist with world class expertise in plant protection research for sustainable production of
horticultural crops in New Zealand, Southeast Asia and the Pacific Islands, plus years of experience in
managing complex science programmes, give Chris the basis for effective science management in New
Zealand, Asian countries and a leadership role in the world’s preeminent horticultural science organisation.
Chris has a long involvement in the development of research programmes with producer boards and MAF, particularly in relation to sustainable production,
market access and protocols for export of New Zealand's horticultural crops
Summerfruit: cherries / apricots / nectarines / peaches / plums
•

Apart from coordinating the Summerfruit New Zealand’s complex research programme that includes work in postharvest, consumer preference and
the development of maturity indices, Chris manages the SummerGreen programme in conjunction with two field facilitators to promote the
adoption of Integrated Fruit Production principles in summerfruit production

With funding assistance from the MAF Sustainable Farming Fund, grower forums have proven to be a very effective way of challenging and informing
summerfruit growers. This has resulted in a turn-around in grower attitudes towards the SummerGreen programme with increased awareness among
growers of environmental issues and a rapid adoption of the programme even in the absence of a strong market pull. Some of the initial doubters of the
SummerGreen programme are now amongst its strongest supporters.
Complexity of projects:
•
•
•

Prioritising grower/industry problems
Planning research requirements
Seeking appropriate funding sources

•
•
•

Engaging research providers - contract development
Fulfilling reporting requirements for funding agencies
Transferring technology back to growers/industry

International links
The world's leading independent organisation of horticultural scientists is the International Society for Horticultural Science whose origins date back to 1864
has more than 7,000 members across 150 countries. Its structure in science is 10 crop related Sections and 14 discipline related Commissions. Two of
those Commissions are chaired by Martech consultants. Dr Chris Hale chairs the ‘Commission Plant Protection’.
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Martech people: Rob Isbister
Management of complex projects

Rob Isbister (r) discussing practical
field application needs

Aerial spraying to eradicate a major incursion (painted apple moth)

Temporary covers to protect certified organic compost production
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Robert Isbister BCA, Dip Export
Senior Consultant

Experience in export markets and producer group management became the foundation for
expertise in the management of complex projects in biosecurity incursion and risk minimisation.
Rob has been team leader in a number of projects that are believed now to be world firsts by successfully eradicating
significant pests that threatened New Zealand's environment and its horticulture, forestry and agriculture sectors:
• the painted apple moth,
• the fall web worm,
• Asian gypsy moth and
(Role: GM Biosecurity of NZ's largest food quality verification
• red imported fire ant
and biosecurity company; AgriQuality – now AsureQuality)
Prior to these he led the team that significantly reduced Tb in New Zealand livestock from over 1,900 herds to less than 400 herds – and this total has
continued to decline.
(Role: CEO of the Animal Health Board; 12 years.)
By 2010 Rob expects to complete what may prove to be another world first: eradication of the southern salt marsh mosquito that has a severe nuisance
value and is potentially a serious threat to human health.
(Role: contracted project manager; FBA Consulting)
Scale of projects: $2 million to $50 million and from 20 hectares up to 12,000 hectares.
Complexity of projects: multidisciplinary teams involving
• scientists (predominantly entomologists, statistical analysis experts and veterinary epidemiologists)
• three major projects required ground and aerial spray experts (up to four different companies in helicopter and fixed wing aircraft operations)
• ground surveillance teams
• external public health relationships and media management
• a portfolio of science projects with a number of CRIs and university research teams; $2m p.a.
• jointly funded projects with up to nine organisations involving central govt., regional councils, and national organisations in the meat, dairy and deer
industries.
(Ref.: $50 million annual cost Tb nationwide project)
Prior experience:
• In-market management experience in the export food sector ( Senior Executive Roles: NZ Dairy Board incl. appointments to Singapore and Iran).
• Management of primary production sector organisations.
(Role: CEO, FruitFed Ltd)
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Martech people: Bob Martin
In- depth knowledge of supply chain systems in fresh produce

Trends
 Restructuring of the supply chain system from orchard to consumer must occur to reduce transaction costs
 An example is where sophisticated bar code systems have set the standard, but the advent of Radio Frequency
IDentification (RFID) with costs of identification falling to, in instances 12 cents or less, it is now possible to
‘label’ smaller items with RFID units can measure product and its environment such as temp and vibration.
 The market will dictate some changes, for example
(i)
Spanish supermarket chain Mercadona (1,236 supermarkets in 2009) has installed RFID tags within the dry, fresh and frozen goods areas of its new
logistics centre near Madrid;
(ii)
Wal-Mart Walmart is the world’s largest retailer with over 4,000 markets in the USA and a further 3,600 in 16 other countries and sales of US$401
billion in sales for the fiscal year to Jan. 2009. will require all incoming goods to store to have RFID by 2010
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Bob Martin

BSc

Senior Consultant

Bob has extensive experience in market access, PVR, reduction of international tariffs, and
product development and quality systems ensuring compliance with customer requirements from crop protection to packaging systems that is of particular value to clients.
Bob has wide international experience from travelling to and working in Europe, Asia and in North and South America, in horticulture and the
determination of government relationships and the setting of international standards for quality and food safety. Bob has had extensive experience in the
horticulture sector, especially with Zespri International, where he was Market Access and Technical Manager – ZESPRI Global Supply.
Depth of projects:
He gained this experience initially in the UK as a research scientist in a large international company before taking up positions in technical and production
management then divisional and company management with responsibility for increasing the turnover and profitability of a number of companies. Bob has
had extensive experience in the horticulture sector and in New Zealand with the organisations that became Zespri International, initially as the lead
technical person in its strong development phase that a saw the emergence of Zespri Gold (H16A) and more recently as Market Access and Technical
Manager – ZESPRI Global Supply.
International links
Bob is an Honorary Fellow of the New Zealand Society for Horticultural Science (NZSHS) was the first chair of the joint NZSHS/Institute of Agricultural
Science. He has organised international and national conferences mainly focussing on research, including health benefit research.
The ZESPRI™ System
 The key to industry success for New Zealand kiwifruit.
 “A system that integrates innovation, technology transfer, quality, orchard,
postharvest, distribution, sales, promotions, category management, and
branding to leverage value from unique fruit knowledge”.
 Process of continuous improvement
 Philosophy for all staff and operations
 Consumer satisfaction the aim.

ZESPRI™ Global coverage
 Producing kiwifruit globally with intention to supply
quality fruit year round
 Registered plantings in Italy, Chile, France, Japan,
Korea and California grown under ZESPRI™ System to
Zespri quality – with additional partnerships being
developed.
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Lifelines for Organisations – application diagram
Proven processes to help organisations achieve what they hoped to. We call them ‘Lifelines’ because they connect sound management practices
that might otherwise expose organisations to gaps, perhaps chasms, and avoidable difficulties.
•

START HERE
Issue # 1: We need to know what our
stakeholders want and expect. Without that we
are only guessing. Also we need a basis that
when we have developed a plan, we need to be
certain that it reflects what our stakeholders
have told us - and that there is a level of buy-in
from the start.

NO NEED

NEED

We Need

We need LIFELINE #1 module to

Assess Stakeholder Needs
No Need

We think we have effective consultation
processes and that we know enough
about what is needed, but we have no
plan to bring the pieces together.
- Go to Issue #2.

We need LIFELINE # 2
Issue # 2: We need a planning process to align
• what we know, with
• what we need to do,
to define our specific goals and how we will
achieve them.

Issue # 3: Our Board spends much time
- examining things that went wrong, or
- deciding what will be on the next agenda, or
- debating important issues – but only after a
problem arises.
• We need a better way of operating because
we have very long meetings and waste much
time. We have muddled thinking.

Issue # 4: We need a Handbook as a guide to
how we run the organisation. For example:
• Do we revise plans every year and if so by
what process?
• What are the job requirements of our key staff?
• In meetings, we should all be using the same
meeting rules – but what are they?
• What regulations must we be mindful of?
• What other organisations do we have special
relationships with and what are our obligations
to them and theirs to us?

Strategic Planning model
We Need

and/or

Business Forum Programme
No Need

We Need

We need LIFELINE # 3 module to
develop a set of

Strategic Governance policies
No Need

We need to develop a
We Need

Board Members Handbook
as in LIFELINE # 4, including a
f ramework f or Board assessment
worksheets.

No Need

We do not need to do any (or more)
planning at this stage – or we have
decided we can do that later.
- Go to Issue #3

We know what our priorities are and
what the board’s role is as distinct from
the executive. We believe we have well
thought out policies and governance
issues are not a problem for us.
We know who, when and how we
communicate with our stakeholders.
Our Board is harmonious and enjoy
what they do.
We are exceptional in this area
- Go to Issue #4

We have a very good induction
programme for new board members.
All of our Board
• know how key tasks are done and
when scheduled.
• know what meeting rules we use
• know the job responsibilities of key
staff.
17we
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• know the important regulations
must comply with.
In this too, we are exceptional.

age

Examples where Martech's LIFELINE Modules have been used
Lifeline # 1 Lifeline # 2 Lifeline # 3 Lifeline # 4
S.N.A.P. Strategic Strategic
Board
WorkPlans
GoverHandshops
nance
book
Auckland City Council

X (14)

Over 400 pers ons involved; the basis for city strategic plan development

BioGro

X

X

Development of governanc e policies and Board Members Handbook materials

Centre of Excellence - Bio-sciences

X

Cook Islands Govt./ Asian Dev. Bank

X

Fishing Sector R&D

X

Forestry sector R&D

X (4)

R&D Strategy for NZ Forest Industries Council

X

Works hop with franchisees to review strategy

Gullivers / Holiday Shoppe

Joint task for Massey Univ., HortResearch, Crop& Food, AgResearch
X

For The Royal Society of NZ

Kingdom of Nepal / UNDP - World Bank

X (3)

Kingdom of Tonga / Asian Dev. Bank

X (3)

Large independent school
MAF Policy / Codex
NZ Agrichemical Educ ation Trust
Organic Sector

Also assistance with subs equent governance review
To define NZ position on standards for foods derived from biotechnology

X

Review of GrowSafe programmes and Trust strategy development

X (4)

X
X (12)

X

Development of Organic Sector Strategy leading to Establishment Board
Privatisation of 12 state-owned enterprises: hotels, airline, trading busines ses, etc.

X

Original investigation and successive market development input

X

NZ Winegrowers

UNDP / NZ Aid / Govt.of Samoa

Commodities Board privatisation task s
X

X (2)

The Helicopter Line (now THL)

Vision Manawatu

Privatisation / c ommercialisation of paper mill, brick and leather & shoe factories
X

Republic of Kiribati / Asian Dev. Bank
Waitakeri City Council

Establishment of Business Development Board (like a TradeNZ)

Community workshop for 50 persons - Te Atatu peninsula community development
X

R&D Strategy for New Zealand's wine industry

X

Framework for a NZ Animal Health Research Network
- based on Inst. of Vet. & Animal Biosciences (IVABS) and Hopkirk Researc h Inst.
Private Sector Support Facility, 2006 to 2009: incl. Bus iness Forums

X
X

Martech have also carried out other assignments that investigate and develop improved outc omes - from restructures to market research and case studies.
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CONTACT
Contact person:

Alastair Aitken
Director
+ 64 9 303 2930
Mobile: + 64 21 727 148
a.aitken@martech.co.nz

Errol Hewett

+ 64 21 995 101

Chris Hale

+ 64 274 751 320

Rob Isbister

+ 64 21 490 994

Bob Martin

+ 64 21 073 6051

Auckland & Tauranga
Base office: 47 Sylvan Park Avenue, Milford, Auckland 0620
P O Box 31-308, Milford, Auckland 0741, New Zealand
Tel : 64 9 303 2930

www.martech.co.nz
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